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Abstract
The Computational Grid concept allows for large-scale resource sharing. The implementation of Grid environments
relies on the existence of a communications infrastructure and efficient resource management. Access control and
secure communication are also required. Architectures to support Computational Grids can be developed in a variety
of ways. This work presents an approach to create a Grid architecture based on Proxy Servers. This approach is intended to offer transparency and easy lightweight deployment architecture.

1. Introduction
The advances attained in data communication and the
popularization of the Internet serve as the basis for a
new, less centralized approach aimed at achieving
greater computational power. The discovery that the
majority of the more than 400 million computers around
the world are inactive most of the time [1] has motivated the creation of a distributed and shared architecture aimed at taking advantage of this potential. This
architecture became known as Grid, an analogy of the
energy distribution nets [2] involving generating resources and consumers interlinked through a distribution net. Similarly, the computational Grid is a hardware
and software infrastructure interlinking computational
capacity and making its resources available for use.
The infrastructure of a Computational Grid should supply basic services for control, communications and secure sharing among the Grid’s resources. Because this
computational structure is highly distributed, shared,
and sometimes interlinked through a public data communications channel, security is also a crucial issue.
Grid design involves the use of distributed computational resources for the solution of specific problems.
The development of an infrastructure for the implementation of general purpose Grids is also discussed in projects such as [3], [4].
The purpose of the work reported on here is to develop
a basic and expandable infrastructure for Grid Computing that allows for the introduction of a new Proxy
server-based approach. Based on the layer model, this
architecture provides the grid’s basic communication,
security, control and monitoring services. Added to
these characteristics is the distributed programming
interface support – Message Passing Interface (MPI)

[5], which is simple and transparent. The strong points
of the architecture are its transparency, simple use and
low interference in the installed base. As a result, a new
architecture is sought to foment research in the area and
to serve as the basis for future work developed within
the ambit of Grid Computing, including distributed
thread support, load balancing mechanisms, and distributed filing systems.
The first phase of the design consists of creating a basic
layered infrastructure, serving as the basis for the subsequent phases of the design that complete the architecture. The functions predicted for the initial phase are:
Authentication: the host is authenticated through
digital certificates along with user authentication
based on userID and password;
Secure Communication: communication between
sites is safe and transparent using the SSL protocol,
which allows for tunneling of traffic between sites, regardless of the application used;
MPI Support: greater advantage can be taken of the
MPI applications through this architecture, since they
can be executed using machines and clusters spread
around several sites, without the need for alteration of
the application code or for installation of new communication tools, thereby ensuring transparency and
greater availability and utilization of resources to the
user.
Section 2 presents and discusses the proposed architecture and the layer modeling of its modules, while section 3 describes the functions developed in the first
phase of the design and section 4 outlines our initial
conclusions.

2. Architecture and Modeling of the Infrastructure
In the field of distributed computation, grid computing
has gained strength and visibility in recent years, driven
by the P2P file exchange applications and by initiatives
such as SETI@home [6]. The universe of idle machines
around the world confirms the immense potential of
grid computing. This available computational capacity
can generate until recently unheard-of applications.
However, this success depends on a control infrastructure that allows for the efficient sharing of these resources, maintaining the priority of the resource’s
owner and security of the information transported.
Other resources such as load balancing, authentication,
flaw recovery, resource and task storage, and reward
mechanisms are also desirable. The services provided
by the grid computing require careful planning and must
take into account several aspects, such as:
The security of the user making his resources available for use in the grid;
The priority of the resource’s utilization by the user of
the machine and not by third party applications;
The overhead generated in the Grid’s maintenance
cannot exceed that of the resources obtained;
Facility of and transparency in the utilization of the
resources;
Recovery of system flaws and of users’ applications.
The modeling of this infrastructure was based on some
concepts and standards that are beginning to be defined
[7], albeit with a certain degree of innovation. This has

resulted in a differentiated approach to meet the proposed requirements and objectives, while remaining
close to the concepts currently in use. The definition of
the architecture proposed here refers to the composition
and architecture of computer networks to delimit the
space of the computational grid and its components.
Computer networks are linked by gateways and routers
that act as interconnecting points between them. These
access points supply several services that allow for
communication between computers located in different
networks, regardless of the architecture or the local net
protocol used. Based on this concept and considering
that the grid is a logical and virtual delimitation of a
group of computer networks, a close relation clearly
exists between the structures of the two. Thus, based on
the observation of the structuring of computer networks,
this paper suggests a Proxy server-based architecture.
This entity acts similarly to a gateway, serving as an
interconnecting point between the sites that make up the
computational grid. Figure 1 illustrates the grid architecture and the proxy’s position in that architecture.
Using this approach, a simple architecture is sought that
is transparent for the user and that can be incorporated
easily into the net, without requiring alterations in the
infrastructure. The control and the functionalities of the
grid are introduced at the site’s border rather than individually in each node.
Figure 2 shows the composition of the system’s architecture, which is modeled in layers. This paper presents
layers 1, 2, 3 and 4, which were implemented, respectively, to support communication, security, control of
the grid and support for MPI applications.

Figura 1: General view of the architecture

Layers 1, 2 and 3 comprise part of the system’s Middleware, which is responsible for the Grid’s interconnection and control services. The Middleware defines
the functions that enable communication in distributed
systems and the tools that improve the usability of an
architecture built on multiple platforms or software.
Therefore, the software layer allows for data sharing
among systems whose communication is not simple or
conventional, i.e., it is responsible for intermediating
different applications. The proposed Middleware will
thus link and mediate the applications in the grid.

Control and monitoring services: among other services, this layer contains the load balancing, information collector, and resource location services;
Grid API (3): this layer contains grid manipulation
functions, returning, for instance, the state of a station
(availability of RAM memory, CPU and HD);
Host authentication and Permissions check (2): this
layer complements the security requirements, authenticating stations and discarding unauthorized traffic. It
also offers safe communication by encrypting data;
Communication (1): this layer contains the resources
that control and enable communication between the
sites that make up the grid;
UDP/TCP: this layer constitutes the net protocols that
supply the basis for communication;
SSL: a security protocol that supplies the functions for
safe communication and for station authentication. New
safety mechanisms can be inserted at this level of the
architecture with the purpose of increasing the system’s
functionalities and compatibility.

Figure 2: The Grid’s layered architecture

Web Access Interface / Command line: this layer
provides the user with an access interface through
which he/she interacts directly or indirectly with the
Grid’s functions. In addition to the command line, the
user will have a Web page at his/her disposal, facilitating access to information;
Resource scheduling: this layer is responsible for providing functions that allow for the scheduling of computational resources. Using this service is important to
optimize the Grid utilization;
MPI Support (4): using this layer, applications written
in MPI can be executed transparently in the Grid, i.e.,
without the need to alter any code;
Threads: offer support for the management of threads,
regardless of the library used;
Security - client authentication (2): this layer is responsible for providing user authentication and right of
access. Thus, the layer blocks unauthorized access to
the resources, ensuring the system’s reliability and security;

3. Structure of the Architecture
Although the proposed architecture foresees support for
the use of many models of application and standardized
distributed programming interfaces, this design places
strong emphasis on the transparency of its operation.
This is strongly sought through the implementation of
the proxy model. The proxy generally aims to allow for
the reduction of interferences in the installed software
base, allowing the grid’s resources to be used without
requiring modifications of preexisting configured environments. Moreover, its simple use by existing applications is emphasized.
Implementation of the proxy was divided in layers to
allow for its implementation in parts and for new layers
to be inserted or functionalities to be added without the
need to change the entire architecture.
The basic communication layer is responsible for interconnecting the proxies of all the sites that comprise the
grid, providing specific communication channels for
data traffic and control. The control communication was
standardized through the creation of a protocol used
among the proxies. The codes used in this protocol can
be expanded to deal with a new situation.

Figure 3: (a) local communication – (b) communication using MPI proxy support

The security layer was set up to use the functions provided by the SSL protocol, offering a secure channel
among the sites and an authentication mechanism. For
purposes of implementation, an open implementation of
the SSL Protocol was used [8]. For the purpose of issuing certificates, the creation of a Certification Authority
(CA) for the entire grid is recommended, providing
greater autonomy for the creation and management of
certificates. Another point to be highlighted in the proposed approach is the communication security mechanism. Traffic tunneling was chosen, using SSL only
among the sites. By default, the local communication at
each site is not encrypted, based on the assumption that
communication inside the site is already safe. This approach is interesting in the interconnection of clusters
and of sites that use some other internal security process. If a node in the site requires a safe channel, it can
be made available by the proxy through an explicit call.
At least one proxy server per site is required to compose
the grid, although configurations with more than one
proxy server per site are also accepted. The control and
collection of status information on the grid are done in a
distributed form, with each proxy responsible for the collection and control of the site where it is located. The
global status is obtained by compilation of all the sites’
data. This approach reduces the overhead in the control
communication, since it is not always necessary to check
the grid’s overall status, but only that of some of the sites.
Similarly to monitoring, user control and authentication
is done by the proxy. User authentication is done
through digital signatures and access permissions are
validated at the originating and destination proxies.
Access permissions can be controlled individually or by

user groups. This distributed control reduces the effect
of failures on a given site or proxy. This method does
not cover all the requirements and its replacement by a
more efficient method has already been foreseen. Thus,
the idea is to use a recognized authentication standard
such as Kerberos [9], which requires a single authentication per session, with the access rights stored safely in
a ticket and reused transparently, without the need for
user intervention.
Unlike other approaches such as Globus [3], MPI interface programming is supported externally, without direct intervention on the MPI source code. This approach offers the following advantages:
Reusability: using the created tools, future applications
can be incorporated easily without requiring intervention in the source code. Moreover, the source code cannot always be accessed;
Reliability: the internal insertion of a code in the application increases the probability of failures triggered by
the application. In the case of an external approach, the
identification of failures and their effect on the architecture can be reduced more effectively;
Reduction of the overhead: the overhead generated by
control and security information, such as encrypted data, is
introduced in only a few nodes rather than in all of them.
Let us consider, as an example, the interconnection of
clusters through the grid. In the traditional approaches,
because the security falls within the MPI application, all
the cluster’s nodes reflect the overhead generated by the
grid’s safe communication and control. In the case of

the approach proposed here, the information with be
tunneled only among cluster edges and not inside them.
To support the MPI applications and allow them to be
executed in the entire grid, the proxy acts as a multiplexer
of the communication between the root process and its
respective slaves. This approach gives the MPI the illusion of a single virtual cluster. To achieve these results, it
was decided not to interfere internally in the MPI, but to
use the proxy as the entity responsible for providing the
MPI with the necessary abstraction. This was done by
creating virtual slaves in the proxy that communicates
directly with the MPI root process. The virtual slaves pass
on the information through safe channels to the respective
destination proxy, which passes it on to the respective
real nodes responsible for executing the process. The
virtual slaves thus constitute the abstraction that provides
the illusion of the virtual cluster.
For each MPI application started in the grid, a new address space associated to this application is created in
the proxy. Based on the parameters provided by the user
or by a standard configuration, the proxy distributes the
processes throughout the grid, creating the virtual slaves
and associating them with the real nodes. This mapping
done by the proxy is transparent for the application and
can be seen as a multiplexion of the communication
between the source and the destination. It should be
noted that, apart from the MPI and the introduction of a
proxy server at the sites, the installation of an additional
module at the client is unnecessary. This facilitates its
usability in existing structured environments. Figure 3.a
illustrates the communication of an MPI application in a
local network, while Figure 3.b portrays multiplexion of
the communication done by the proxy to allow for safe
tunneling of traffic.
Another feature to be incorporated into the proxy is the
process scheduler, which provides balanced process
distribution using the grid’s status information. This
function, called load balancing, ensures the best possible use and optimization of the available resources. Because the MPI applications are controlled and supported
by the proxy, the inclusion of this module will also allow for the load balancing of the MPI applications. In
its original form, the MPI uses the round-robin method
to distribute the processes among the nodes.

4. Conclusions
Grid Computing is the next step in the construction of large
distributed systems. The joining of resources potentiates
possibilities and opens doors to applications unheard-of

until quite recently. Due to its vast scope and complexity,
which encompasses many areas of distributed computing,
Grid Computing has introduced new challenges to be overcome by researches and systems engineers.
This paper presents a new architectural approach for Grid
Computing based on proxy servers, but also using concepts established by other recognized projects [3] [4] [7]
[10]. Based on this approach, a small through efficient
infrastructure was created that facilitates deployment in a
Grid structure, without requiring major modifications of
the existing software base. The infrastructure created will
serve as the basis for research and development of future
efforts in the field of Grid Computing.
The idea of supporting the MPI programming interface
through a proxy rather than directly in each node has
proved viable, and this approach can be expanded to
other applications and functions of the grid.
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